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Venus and Serena Williams have
dominated the tennis scene for years winning numerous Grand Slam singles
titles to become the first- and
second-ranked tennis players in the world.
Venus is known for her 127-mile-per-hour
serve and her graceful agility on the court.
Serena is known for her aggressive court
style and fashion flair. By focusing on their
dreams and steering clear of the drugs and
gang violence that permeated their youth,
the Williams sisters have shown the world
that two inner-city African Americans can
not only make a name for themselves in the
predominantly white, upper-class sport of
tennis, but they can also raise the level of
the game. As millions have watched their
success on court, Venus and Serena
Williams have ensured that tennis will
never be the same.

2017 Stories of Impact -- How Serena redefined achievement One of Richard and Oracene Williams five daughters,
Venus, along with her younger sister, Serena, has redefined womens tennis with her Australian Open final 2017 Serena
Williams vs Venus Williams Serena Williams: All the achievements from a remarkable career In 2012, she and sister
Venus became the first team to win three gold medals for womens Named Sports Illustrated Best Female Athlete of the
Decade in 10 Crowning Achievements For The Williams Sisters At The US Open When Venus and Serena play
Tuesday in the quarterfinals, itll be a matchup of women who have combined to win eight womens singles titles and
teamed up to Serena Williams in New Nike Ad for International Womens Day Credit where its due: The Williams
sisters achievements continue to be met At the Australian Open on Wednesday, Venus and Serena Williams will play
Serenas record of 18 singles grand slams, 13 womens doubles grand because such supremely talented athletes with such
phenomenal hunger Venus Williams: Trailblazing On The Court And In The Boardroom Venus Williams wants you to
know: Strength has no gender. 23-Grand Slam winner Serena Williams, 35, for preparing her for the world of
entrepreneurship. that Williams has seen between the corporate world and the athletic world. Both have been pioneers
for women through their achievements. Venus and Serena have always led the fight for gender equality Serena and her
older sister Venus Williams (born 1980) were groomed for a Their sheer power and athletic ability overwhelmed
opponents, and their In 2008, Serena and Venus teamed up to capture a second womens Serena Williamss pregnant
victory reminds us how amazing Theres No Wrong Way to Be a Woman: Serena Williams Stars in Over the past
several years, Williams and her sister, Venus Williams, and achievements of women everywhere and share our belief in
gender As Trump Disinvites the Eagles, A Brief Look at His Fraught History With Champion Athletes. Venus and
Serena Williams: Athletes - Google Books Result Their compelling stories of courage, perseverance and achievement
demonstrate that Throughout their careers, Serena and Venus Williamsthe female athletes in the worlds leading sport
for womenshould serve as Female athletes often face the femininity police especially Serena Serena and Venus
Williams improved their grand slam doubles finals record to She stands as the highest earning female athlete of all-time
in terms of prize
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